The sculptors who attempted portraits of Washington during the great man's lifetime are few indeed, and only two or three at best can be considered to have much importance as artists. cording to some his sentence of death by guillotine was changed, in view of his obvious madness, to permanent incarceration.
abouts, is a tangled mass of conflicting fact and lancy.
Ceracchi's life as we find it recorded is short, and his span of days is marked toward the end with increasing alarms and commotions, down to the dubious end in rebellious madness and cording to some his sentence of death by guillotine was changed, in view of his obvious madness, to permanent incarceration.
But whether his end closed down quick by hurtling blade or slow in battened cell, it is certain that from January 30, 1802, society was relieved of his presence by the courts of France as one condemned for planning to murder Napoleon.
Of all the artists who, passing, left their mark in the United States just as the new nation began, Ceracchi surely stands alone as the most eccentric. He burst upon the American scene about 1791, fresh from the rabid republican turbulence of Revolutionary Paris, filled with a volcanic enthusiasm for Liberty and the Rights of Man, his black eyes aglitter with a genius that was soon to curdle with accumulating disappointment into fixed obsession. Whether the early shadow of his mental agitation can be discerned by knowing psychiatrists in the works Ceracchi executed in Philadelphia He had a wildly extravagant scheme for constructing here a monument consecrated to Liberty. This grandiloquent project, to be of statuary marble one hundred feet high and three hundred feet in circumference, was designed in four compartments, like acts in a play, each one peopled with classical gods and goddesses, some in colossal scale. Saturn, Clio, Apollo, 1\inerva, Mercury, and Neptune were envisioned; mingling with these was a whole emblematical cast of allegorical personages, Nature, Fame, Philosophy, and Government (piquantly represented as a voluptuous young woman being forcibly divested of her flimsy veiling of Policy). Moreover there was to be a colossal goddess of Liberty descending in a chariot drawn by winged steeds. Scattered about were to be flambeaus, butterflies, stars, and rivers, with showers of other symbols all emerging from marmoreal clouds and rocky grottoes and eminences. In one compartment the Declaration of Independence was to be inscribed "on a massy column," and arching over the whole construction was to be a marble rainbow. This fantastic affair conceived like a baroque theatrical "machine" or the petrified libretto of an opera buffa was to include somewhere, it is supposed, niches for portrait busts of the great heroes of the American Revolution.
One cannot refrain from quoting Madison's ap)t remark that Ceracchi "was an enthusiastic worshiper of Liberty and Fame, and his whole soul was bent on securing the latter by rearing a monument to the former." Others spoke of Ceracchi's unstable, excitable temperament. His contentiousness is said to have caused the wreck of our first frail attempt at a school of art, organized by the painter Peale. If not, strictly speaking, insane at this point, Ceracchi beyond any doubt was quite an odd little man embarked upon a fool's errand.
The Liberty monument--its cost was estimated at more than $30,ooo-found nio friends in Congress when the proposal was presented, and in 1795, after trying to raise this large fund by private subscription (also without success), Ceracchi returned in disgust to Europe to become fatally entangled with Napoleonic political affairs.
When the scheme for the Liberty monument finally came to nothing Ceracchi had to sell as much of his work as he could in Philadelphia to pay his expenses. He even demanded payment from Jefferson and Hamilton, who lhad posed for him merely to encourage his project and were under no obligation whatever to purchase their portraits. He apparently sold two plaster casts of his bust of Washington in the colossal size. President WVashington politely refused the gift of the life-size marble bust of himself (he was never fond of seeing himself decked out as a Roman emperor). Congress had no desire to buy it for the Government at $4,ooo, but at last, by reducing the price, a buyer was found who was willing to spend half that sum on it.
This was Ceracchi's idealization of Washington is in the now discredited Italian neoclassic style which was so powerfully appealing in the early nineteenth century, whereas Houdon's work is entirely French and realistic in character, a style which gained in popularity during the later years of the century. The French work, therefore, has the quality of a modern portrait and its slight idealization is romantic as opposed to Ceracchi's ponderous, outmoded classic idealization. This fact would seem to be the key to our reaction to the Ceracchi portrait-our first reaction on looking at it is "it doesn't look like
Washington": what we really mean is "it doesn't look like Houdon's Washington." Houdon has all the advantage over Ceracchi because his portraits of early American heroes were the models for all the familiar monuments made by later American sculptors who studied in Paris.
In making a portrait from life a sculptor seldom works in the colossal or heroic scale, and the first study for such a work is usually the size of life. Therefore it is reasonable to suppose that, though Ceracchi did make a colossal portrait of Washington, the Jaudenes-Meade-Kem-Giuseppe Ceracchi, miniature painted in 1792 by However, though damaged by careless, insensitive work, apparently done in haste, and further damaged later by chance in shipping, this neoclassic portrait cannot be summarily dismissed as completely without any saving resemblance to the lines of the face of Washington as seen by Ceracchi in 1792. As such it will always have a definite historical interest and value aside from the curious turns of its history.
A persistent legend is told of Ceracchi's last clays, so strange and characteristic of the man and his unhappy politico-plastic aberrations, which well may bring to a fitting close this account. It is said that when he was at last condemned he begged permission, which was granted, to ride through the streets of Paris to the place of his execution garbed in flowing
